
The U13’s seventh Sussex league game of the season was played on Sunday 12th 
March at Brighton, who made the visiting side welcome both on and off the pitch. 
 
Having worked hard on defence and line speed over the past few weeks the Jersey boys 
announced their intention right from the start with bone crunching tackles, quick hands 
and try line clearances reminiscent of the recent Wales Vs Ireland encounter. 
 
The Brighton boys were a big side with a few six-foot-plus forwards who made inroads 
into the brave Jersey defence. After a bruising 10 minutes Brighton went over for an 
early score. Worse was to follow from a scrum when influential prop James Kent was 
forced off with a head injury. Substitute scrum half Connor Devanny came on as a 
replacement prop and played a magnificent game in a very difficult position. The big 
Brighton forwards bundled over for another try and Jersey had a few more injuries on 
the subs bench.  
 
In previous games Jersey’s heads would have dropped and the game would have 
slipped away but this week it was different. Led by Max “Disco Pants” Tennant the boys 
got stuck and made sure that Brighton knew there were in game.  The smallest player on 
the pitch Set Moffett tackled like a demon and brought the six foot forwards down each 
time. James Cannard at scrum half distributed the ball to the backs and soon the 
wingers Oscar Robertson and man of the match Jordan Black were making runs deep 
into the Brighton half. The engine room duo of Charlie “Big Unit” Courtness and Jack 
Burns we're marauding in the loose and pressure told when winger Black stormed 
through the Brighton defence to score a superb try. 
 
The half time whistle blew 10:5 to Brighton. 
 
The second half started with Jersey pressure and from a scrum Jersey unleashed a 
training ground blind side move for fly half and playmaker George Daniels to cross the 
line and bring the game level. A flurry of injuries meant the coaches had to restructure 
the team with hardworking hooker James Cushing having to leave the field with a hand 
injury. The attitude of the Jersey players was outstanding with a willingness to play in 
any position they had to. Billy Malzard, Moses Sappe and Oscar Davy-Williams all 
played in a number of different positions and made a number of try saving tackles. 
 
Brighton’s forwards rumbled over for another try before flyhallf Daniels produced a 
peach of a chip for midfield maestro Cole Graham to pounce upon and run under the 
posts to once again draw level. Just when it looked like Jersey were getting on top 
Brighton’s forwards scored two quick tries to seemingly put the result out of doubt but 
Jersey would not lay down and winger Black was at the end of another quick move to 
score his second try. 
 
With the Brighton forwards starting to tire and penetrating runs by Nº 8 Josh Stockwell 
and Full back Freddie Pollard we opened up holes in the opposition defence Jersey 
thought they had levelled the game when Black once again raced the length of the pitch 
for a try only to be brought back by the referee for a knock on. 
 
Despite the boys best efforts they were unable to get the equalising try but they can be 
proud of what was their best performance of the season so far. 
Both sides acquitted themselves and showed great desire to play an open expansive 
game of rugby. 
 



The final score Brighton 25 Jersey 20.  
 
Lead Coach Richard Lumborg travelled with the squad with assistant coach Richard 
Canard and Team Manager Jane Burns 
 
The U13s would like to thank the M&Js main sponsor ORA, their squad sponsor KPMG 
& match shirt sponsor AFEX. 

 

 


